
Increased semantic priming or semantic hyperpriming is currentlyIncreased semantic priming or semantic hyperpriming is currently
one of the most influential theories of thought disorder, theone of the most influential theories of thought disorder, the
incoherent speech seen in some patients with schizophrenia. Itincoherent speech seen in some patients with schizophrenia. It
originated with Maher, who proposed that a pathologicaloriginated with Maher, who proposed that a pathological
heightening of the normal associative processes between wordsheightening of the normal associative processes between words
could lead to the intrusion into speech of material which wouldcould lead to the intrusion into speech of material which would
normally be excluded on the basis of its irrelevance in the currentnormally be excluded on the basis of its irrelevance in the current
context.context.11 Maher’s associative process between words was similar inMaher’s associative process between words was similar in
all essential respects to the concept of spread of activation inall essential respects to the concept of spread of activation in
network theories of semantic memory, and this meant that thenetwork theories of semantic memory, and this meant that the
proposal could be readily tested by means of the lexical decisionproposal could be readily tested by means of the lexical decision
or semantic priming taskor semantic priming task22. In this paradigm, a string of letters is. In this paradigm, a string of letters is
flashed up on a computer screen and the participant has to decideflashed up on a computer screen and the participant has to decide
by a key press whether it is a word or a non-word (Fig.1).by a key press whether it is a word or a non-word (Fig.1).
Immediately beforehand, another word – the prime – is brieflyImmediately beforehand, another word – the prime – is briefly
shown which may or may not be semantically related to the targetshown which may or may not be semantically related to the target
word (if this happens to be a real word). The time taken to decideword (if this happens to be a real word). The time taken to decide
that the letter string is a word is significantly reduced when thethat the letter string is a word is significantly reduced when the
prime is related to the target, a phenomenon that is most easilyprime is related to the target, a phenomenon that is most easily
explained as the prime producing spread of activation to asso-explained as the prime producing spread of activation to asso-
ciated words in semantic memory, and so reducing theciated words in semantic memory, and so reducing the amountamount
of activation needed to identify that it is a real word.of activation needed to identify that it is a real word.

Over 30 studies of semantic priming in schizophrenia haveOver 30 studies of semantic priming in schizophrenia have
now been carried out. Influential early studies by Manschrecknow been carried out. Influential early studies by Manschreck
et alet al33 and Spitzerand Spitzer et alet al44 found evidence for increased semanticfound evidence for increased semantic
priming in patients with thought disorder. Other studies, forpriming in patients with thought disorder. Other studies, for
example by Ober and co-workers,example by Ober and co-workers,5,65,6 then also suggested thatthen also suggested that
priming is reduced in schizophrenia as a whole. The basic primingpriming is reduced in schizophrenia as a whole. The basic priming
design has been subjected to many variations across the studies,design has been subjected to many variations across the studies,
one of the most important of which has concerned the use of aone of the most important of which has concerned the use of a
short or a long prime–target interval (stimulus onset asynchronyshort or a long prime–target interval (stimulus onset asynchrony
or SOA). Priming at SOAs of up to approximately 400ms capturesor SOA). Priming at SOAs of up to approximately 400ms captures
the ‘automatic’ process of spread of activation in semanticthe ‘automatic’ process of spread of activation in semantic

memory. However, it is clear that other ‘controlled’ processesmemory. However, it is clear that other ‘controlled’ processes
become important at longer SOAs.become important at longer SOAs.22 In a review by MinzenbergIn a review by Minzenberg
et al,et al,77 findings were divided over whether priming was increasedfindings were divided over whether priming was increased
in patients with thought disorder; however, a relatively consistentin patients with thought disorder; however, a relatively consistent
finding was reduced priming at long SOAs in schizophrenia as afinding was reduced priming at long SOAs in schizophrenia as a
whole. This report also drew attention to the fact that few studieswhole. This report also drew attention to the fact that few studies
had corrected for a well-recognised psychometric artefact whereby,had corrected for a well-recognised psychometric artefact whereby,
if patients with schizophrenia are slower to respond on both theif patients with schizophrenia are slower to respond on both the
unprimed and primed versions of the task, the value for primingunprimed and primed versions of the task, the value for priming
will tend to be spuriously inflated.will tend to be spuriously inflated.

MethodMethod

Papers reporting semantic priming studies in patients with schizo-Papers reporting semantic priming studies in patients with schizo-
phrenia were searched electronically from 1988 (the year of thephrenia were searched electronically from 1988 (the year of the
publication of the first studypublication of the first study33) to April 2007. Studies were identi-) to April 2007. Studies were identi-
fied initially through PubMed, and then MEDLINE, PsychINFOfied initially through PubMed, and then MEDLINE, PsychINFO
and EMBASE, using the keywords schizophrenia, priming andand EMBASE, using the keywords schizophrenia, priming and
semantic priming. The electronic search was supplemented bysemantic priming. The electronic search was supplemented by
checking of review articles and the reference lists of all researchchecking of review articles and the reference lists of all research
papers obtained. To be included, studies had to report reactionpapers obtained. To be included, studies had to report reaction
time data in patients with schizophrenia and normal controls intime data in patients with schizophrenia and normal controls in
any type of semantic priming paradigm. Age and gender matchingany type of semantic priming paradigm. Age and gender matching
was not required. Use of diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia waswas not required. Use of diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia was
also not required. Non-English language papers and unpublishedalso not required. Non-English language papers and unpublished
studies (e.g. theses) were included.studies (e.g. theses) were included.

Most studies reported data on the lexical decision task; how-Most studies reported data on the lexical decision task; how-
ever, a few used the alternative procedure of word pronunciationever, a few used the alternative procedure of word pronunciation
(where the subject speaks the target word or string, and reaction(where the subject speaks the target word or string, and reaction
time to do this is recorded by a voice key). Most studies reportedtime to do this is recorded by a voice key). Most studies reported
‘subtractive’ values for priming, that is, mean unprimed reaction‘subtractive’ values for priming, that is, mean unprimed reaction
time minus mean primed reaction time. Some studies insteadtime minus mean primed reaction time. Some studies instead
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BackgroundBackground
Increased semantic priming is an influential theory of thoughtIncreased semantic priming is an influential theory of thought
disorder in schizophrenia. However, studies to date have haddisorder in schizophrenia. However, studies to date have had
conflicting findings.conflicting findings.

AimsAims
To investigate semantic memory in people with and withoutTo investigate semantic memory in people with and without
thought disorder.thought disorder.

MethodMethod
Data were pooled from 36 studies comparing patients withData were pooled from 36 studies comparing patients with
schizophrenia and normal controls in semantic priming tasks.schizophrenia and normal controls in semantic priming tasks.
Data from 18 studies comparing patients with thoughtData from 18 studies comparing patients with thought
disorder to normal controls, and 13 studies comparingdisorder to normal controls, and 13 studies comparing
patients with and without thought disorder were also pooled.patients with and without thought disorder were also pooled.

ResultsResults
There was no support for altered semantic priming inThere was no support for altered semantic priming in

schizophrenia as a whole. Increased semantic priming inschizophrenia as a whole. Increased semantic priming in
patients with thought disorder was supported, but this waspatients with thought disorder was supported, but this was
significant only in comparison with normal controls and notsignificant only in comparison with normal controls and not
in comparison with patients without thought disorder.in comparison with patients without thought disorder.
Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) and general slowing ofStimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) and general slowing of
reaction time moderated the effect size for priming inreaction time moderated the effect size for priming in
patients with thought disorder.patients with thought disorder.

ConclusionsConclusions
Meta-analysis provides qualified support for increasedMeta-analysis provides qualified support for increased
semantic priming as a psychological abnormality underlyingsemantic priming as a psychological abnormality underlying
thought disorder. However, the possibility that the effect isthought disorder. However, the possibility that the effect is
an artefact of general slowing of reaction time inan artefact of general slowing of reaction time in
schizophrenia has not been excluded.schizophrenia has not been excluded.
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reported priming as ‘percentage gain’ in reaction time, in anreported priming as ‘percentage gain’ in reaction time, in an
attempt to avoid the above-mentioned tendency for overallattempt to avoid the above-mentioned tendency for overall
slowing of reaction time to artefactually increase the value forslowing of reaction time to artefactually increase the value for
priming when calculated by subtraction. As less than a third ofpriming when calculated by subtraction. As less than a third of
studies used this technique, subtractive measures were used in thestudies used this technique, subtractive measures were used in the
analyses, unless percentage gain was the only measure reported.analyses, unless percentage gain was the only measure reported.
Other variations in experimental design were either examined asOther variations in experimental design were either examined as
moderator variables or ignored.moderator variables or ignored.

Data obtained from each study were converted into an effectData obtained from each study were converted into an effect
size Cohen’ssize Cohen’s dd, the difference between the means for the patient, the difference between the means for the patient
and control groups divided by their pooled standard deviation.and control groups divided by their pooled standard deviation.
Hedges’ correction was used; this corrects for the tendency ofHedges’ correction was used; this corrects for the tendency of
studies with small sample sizes to overestimate the effect size.studies with small sample sizes to overestimate the effect size.
Where means and standard deviations were not available, effectWhere means and standard deviations were not available, effect
sizes were derived fromsizes were derived from tt-values,-values, FF-values or-values or PP-values. In some-values. In some
cases, priming effects were presented only as interactioncases, priming effects were presented only as interaction FF-values-values
in a two-by-two (between and within) ANOVA on the rawin a two-by-two (between and within) ANOVA on the raw
reaction times in the primed and unprimed conditions. In suchreaction times in the primed and unprimed conditions. In such
cases, the interaction effect is comparable to one way ANOVAcases, the interaction effect is comparable to one way ANOVA
using difference scores – although the sums of squares willusing difference scores – although the sums of squares will
probably not be identical (taking the difference scores makes allprobably not be identical (taking the difference scores makes all
scores closer to the overall mean), the ratio of sum of squares, de-scores closer to the overall mean), the ratio of sum of squares, de-
grees of freedom,grees of freedom, FF ratios andratios and ZZ22 should be the same (should be the same (M. Aitken,M. Aitken,
personal communicationpersonal communication). For some studies, data were extracted). For some studies, data were extracted
from graphs or scatter plots using a digitising program (UnGraph;from graphs or scatter plots using a digitising program (UnGraph;
http://www.biosoft.com). Authors were contacted if effect sizeshttp://www.biosoft.com). Authors were contacted if effect sizes
could not be extracted from any of the published data. All effectcould not be extracted from any of the published data. All effect
sizes were extracted a second time and differences resolved.sizes were extracted a second time and differences resolved.

The meta-analysis was carried out usingThe meta-analysis was carried out using DSTATDSTAT 1.101.1088 whichwhich
uses a fixed effects model. Individual effect sizes were combineduses a fixed effects model. Individual effect sizes were combined
to produce an overall effect size, with eachto produce an overall effect size, with each dd-value weighted by-value weighted by
the reciprocal of its variance. Analysis of moderator variablesthe reciprocal of its variance. Analysis of moderator variables
was based on the weighted effect size for each study using thewas based on the weighted effect size for each study using the QQ
statistic for categorical variables and Rosenthal’s focused compar-statistic for categorical variables and Rosenthal’s focused compar-
ison for continuous variables.ison for continuous variables.99 Moderator variables included SOA,Moderator variables included SOA,
age, duration of illness and neuroleptic treatment. The potentialage, duration of illness and neuroleptic treatment. The potential
confounding effect of general slowing of reaction time was alsoconfounding effect of general slowing of reaction time was also
examined.examined.

ResultsResults

Thirty-six studies were located. This number included two studiesThirty-six studies were located. This number included two studies
that both reported two experiments on separate samples ofthat both reported two experiments on separate samples of
patients and controlspatients and controls14,3814,38 and three unpublished PhD theses.and three unpublished PhD theses.10,33,3710,33,37

The studies are summarised in the online data supplement, whichThe studies are summarised in the online data supplement, which
shows sample sizes, values for mean patient age and duration ofshows sample sizes, values for mean patient age and duration of
illness, the SOA or SOAs used and how patients were dichotomisedillness, the SOA or SOAs used and how patients were dichotomised
into those with and without thought disorder. Some studies addi-into those with and without thought disorder. Some studies addi-
tionally measured performance on a variety of neuropsychologicaltionally measured performance on a variety of neuropsychological
tests but this information is not shown because of the relativelytests but this information is not shown because of the relatively
small number of such studies. All studies except threesmall number of such studies. All studies except three18,12,2118,12,21

employed diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia.employed diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia.
In two studies the standard deviations reported for primingIn two studies the standard deviations reported for priming

appeared to be standard errors of the mean, based on the fact thatappeared to be standard errors of the mean, based on the fact that
they were much smaller than the means (standard deviations forthey were much smaller than the means (standard deviations for
difference scores in priming studies are typically as large as ordifference scores in priming studies are typically as large as or
larger than the means). The authors of one of these studies agreedlarger than the means). The authors of one of these studies agreed
that this was the case,that this was the case,1616 and in the other this interpretation wasand in the other this interpretation was
supported by calculating the effect size from other data providedsupported by calculating the effect size from other data provided
in the paper.in the paper.3030

Priming in schizophreniaPriming in schizophrenia

For this analysis, when studies examined two or more groups ofFor this analysis, when studies examined two or more groups of
patients with schizophrenia (e.g. patients with and withoutpatients with schizophrenia (e.g. patients with and without
thought disorder), these were combined. Similarly, when studiesthought disorder), these were combined. Similarly, when studies
examined priming at two or more SOAs, the effect sizes wereexamined priming at two or more SOAs, the effect sizes were
averaged. A positive effect size indicates that priming is increased.averaged. A positive effect size indicates that priming is increased.

The pooled effect size from the 36 studies was non-significantThe pooled effect size from the 36 studies was non-significant
at 0.07 (95% CIat 0.07 (95% CI 770.02 to 0.16). The data were significantly0.02 to 0.16). The data were significantly
heterogeneous (heterogeneous (QQ(35)(35)¼59.82,59.82, PP¼0.008), but homogeneity was0.008), but homogeneity was
achieved by excluding two studies with outlying effect sizes. Thisachieved by excluding two studies with outlying effect sizes. This
made little difference to the effect size (pooledmade little difference to the effect size (pooled dd¼0.08, 95% CI0.08, 95% CI
770.02 to 0.17). Excluding the three studies which used pro-0.02 to 0.17). Excluding the three studies which used pro-
nunciation rather than lexical decisionnunciation rather than lexical decision20,16,2920,16,29 also made littlealso made little
difference (pooleddifference (pooled dd¼0.07, 95% CI,0.07, 95% CI, 770.02 to 0.17).0.02 to 0.17).

A funnel plot of the studies is shown in Fig. 2a and does notA funnel plot of the studies is shown in Fig. 2a and does not
suggest publication bias.suggest publication bias.

Semantic priming in patients with thought disorderSemantic priming in patients with thought disorder

The pooled effect size for 18 studies which compared patients withThe pooled effect size for 18 studies which compared patients with
schizophrenia and thought disorder with normal controls wasschizophrenia and thought disorder with normal controls was
0.16 (95% CI 0.01 to 0.31), indicating significantly increased0.16 (95% CI 0.01 to 0.31), indicating significantly increased
priming. These studies were again heterogeneous (priming. These studies were again heterogeneous (QQ(17)(17)¼52.31,52.31,
PP550.0001) and the effect size climbed further to 0.38 (95% CI0.0001) and the effect size climbed further to 0.38 (95% CI
0.21 to 0.55) when five studies with outlying effect sizes were0.21 to 0.55) when five studies with outlying effect sizes were
excluded. As shown in Fig. 2b, the funnel plot of these studiesexcluded. As shown in Fig. 2b, the funnel plot of these studies
was asymmetrical, but it suggested a lack of small studies withwas asymmetrical, but it suggested a lack of small studies with
positive findings, rather than the pattern typical of publicationpositive findings, rather than the pattern typical of publication
bias, where there is an absence of small studies with negativebias, where there is an absence of small studies with negative
findings. Also, it should be noted that this analysis did not includefindings. Also, it should be noted that this analysis did not include
the study of Manschreckthe study of Manschreck et alet al,,33 because an effect size could not bebecause an effect size could not be
extracted from any of the data in the paper. This study had a smallextracted from any of the data in the paper. This study had a small
sample size and positive findings and so would have tended tosample size and positive findings and so would have tended to
make the funnel plot more symmetrical.make the funnel plot more symmetrical.

In contrast, pooling the 14 studies which compared patientsIn contrast, pooling the 14 studies which compared patients
without thought disorder with controls yielded an effect size ofwithout thought disorder with controls yielded an effect size of
0.00 (95% CI0.00 (95% CI 770.15 to 0.16) for semantic priming. These studies0.15 to 0.16) for semantic priming. These studies
were not significantly heterogeneous (were not significantly heterogeneous (QQ(13)(13)¼21.29,21.29, PP¼0.07).0.07).

Thirteen studies allowed comparisons between patients withThirteen studies allowed comparisons between patients with
and without thought disorder. The pooled effect size was 0.06and without thought disorder. The pooled effect size was 0.06
(95% CI(95% CI 770.12 to 0.24). This was non-significant, but once again0.12 to 0.24). This was non-significant, but once again
the findings were heterogeneous (the findings were heterogeneous (QQ(12)(12)¼28.79,28.79, PP¼0.004). The0.004). The
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value increased after excluding two outliers (pooled effectvalue increased after excluding two outliers (pooled effect
sizesize¼0.16, 95% CI0.16, 95% CI 770.02 to 0.35) reaching trend level (0.02 to 0.35) reaching trend level (PP¼0.08).0.08).

Indirect semantic primingIndirect semantic priming

In this version of the semantic priming paradigm the target wordsIn this version of the semantic priming paradigm the target words
are only indirectly related to the prime, usually via a mediatingare only indirectly related to the prime, usually via a mediating
word, for example,word, for example, lemon – sweetlemon – sweet (mediating word sour),(mediating word sour), blackblack
– chalk– chalk (mediating word white). This experimental design aims(mediating word white). This experimental design aims
to examine the hypothesis that activation of associations is notto examine the hypothesis that activation of associations is not
just greater than normal in schizophrenia, but that it extends tojust greater than normal in schizophrenia, but that it extends to
more distant associations.more distant associations.

The pooled effect size for nine studies which employed anThe pooled effect size for nine studies which employed an
indirect semantic priming condition was 0.19 (95% CI 0.03 toindirect semantic priming condition was 0.19 (95% CI 0.03 to
0.36), a significant increase. These studies were homogeneous0.36), a significant increase. These studies were homogeneous
((QQ(8)(8)¼4.67,4.67, PP¼0.80). Six of these studies included comparisons0.80). Six of these studies included comparisons
of patients with thought disorder with controls, and in these theof patients with thought disorder with controls, and in these the
pooled effect size was greater (pooledpooled effect size was greater (pooled dd¼0.56 (95% CI 0.31 to0.56 (95% CI 0.31 to
0.80). These studies were also homogeneous (0.80). These studies were also homogeneous (QQ(5)(5)¼7.74,7.74,
PP¼0.17).0.17).

Stimulus onset asynchrony as a moderator variableStimulus onset asynchrony as a moderator variable

The studies employed a wide range of SOAs, from zero (i.e. theThe studies employed a wide range of SOAs, from zero (i.e. the
prime and target were presented simultaneously) to 1500 ms. Inprime and target were presented simultaneously) to 1500 ms. In
order to examine this factor, studies were coded as employing aorder to examine this factor, studies were coded as employing a
short SOA (short SOA (44400 ms) or long SOA (400 ms) or long SOA (44400 ms).400 ms).

Schizophrenia as a wholeSchizophrenia as a whole

The pooled effect size for 23 studies with short SOAs was 0.09The pooled effect size for 23 studies with short SOAs was 0.09
compared with 0.00 in 22 studies using long SOAs. This differencecompared with 0.00 in 22 studies using long SOAs. This difference
was not significant (was not significant (QBQB(1)(1)¼1.30,1.30, PP¼0.25). The larger number of0.25). The larger number of
studies in the analyses reflects the fact that some studies testedstudies in the analyses reflects the fact that some studies tested
their subjects at both short and long SOAs, or at multiple SOAs.their subjects at both short and long SOAs, or at multiple SOAs.

We was also examined SOA as a continuous variable. This ana-We was also examined SOA as a continuous variable. This ana-
lysis indicated that effect sizes tended to become more negativelysis indicated that effect sizes tended to become more negative
with increasing SOA, but once again the effect was not significantwith increasing SOA, but once again the effect was not significant
(for 45 studies(for 45 studies ZZ¼771.066,1.066, PP¼0.29). A plot of the effect size for0.29). A plot of the effect size for
priming against SOA is shown in Fig. 3 and, despite the lack ofpriming against SOA is shown in Fig. 3 and, despite the lack of
significance, suggests that there may be a more complex patternsignificance, suggests that there may be a more complex pattern
of interaction. At very short SOAs (0–200ms), there is littleof interaction. At very short SOAs (0–200ms), there is little

evidence of increased priming in schizophrenia. As SOA increasesevidence of increased priming in schizophrenia. As SOA increases
beyond 200ms, positive effect sizes start to appear among thebeyond 200ms, positive effect sizes start to appear among the
negative ones. After around 600–800ms, negative effect sizes arenegative ones. After around 600–800ms, negative effect sizes are
in the majority, and they then incline back towards 0 atin the majority, and they then incline back towards 0 at 551000ms.1000ms.

Patients with thought disorderPatients with thought disorder

When compared with normal controls, the pooled effect size forWhen compared with normal controls, the pooled effect size for
ten studies with a short SOA was 0.25 compared withten studies with a short SOA was 0.25 compared with 770.14 in0.14 in
seven studies with a long SOA; this difference was significantseven studies with a long SOA; this difference was significant
((QBQB(1)(1)¼6.33,6.33, PP¼0.01). When patients with thought disorder0.01). When patients with thought disorder
were compared with those without thought disorder the differencewere compared with those without thought disorder the difference
was significant at trend level (pooledwas significant at trend level (pooled dd for eight studies with shortfor eight studies with short
SOA and six studies with long SOASOA and six studies with long SOA¼0.150.15 vv.. 770.17 respectively;0.17 respectively;
QBQB(1)(1)¼3.39,3.39, PP¼0.06).0.06).

Other moderator variablesOther moderator variables

Among the other moderator variables examined, age was notAmong the other moderator variables examined, age was not
significant (significant (ZZ¼0.31 in 34 studies,0.31 in 34 studies, PP¼0.76). Duration of illness was0.76). Duration of illness was
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Fig. 2Fig. 2 Funnel plot of effect sizes for semantic priming in studies of schizophrenia and studies of patients with thought disorderFunnel plot of effect sizes for semantic priming in studies of schizophrenia and studies of patients with thought disorder

Fig. 3Fig. 3 Plot of studies of semantic priming in schizophrenia asPlot of studies of semantic priming in schizophrenia as
a function of stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). Two studiesa function of stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). Two studies
where the prime was self-terminated by the subject after awhere the prime was self-terminated by the subject after a
minimum period of time were excluded: Aloiaminimum period of time were excluded: Aloia et alet al,,2020 1998;1998;
SOASOA 55350 ms, effect size =350 ms, effect size =770.17; Baving0.17; Baving et alet al,,3636 2001; SOA2001; SOA
55800 ms, effect size=0.85800 ms, effect size=0.85
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also not significant (also not significant (ZZ¼770.97 in 26 studies,0.97 in 26 studies, PP¼0.33) – priming0.33) – priming
tended to be greater with a shorter length of illness, but nowheretended to be greater with a shorter length of illness, but nowhere
near significantly so. Only four studies were carried out onnear significantly so. Only four studies were carried out on
unmedicated patients, or included a subsample of unmedicatedunmedicated patients, or included a subsample of unmedicated
patients, and so it was not considered appropriate to examinepatients, and so it was not considered appropriate to examine
medication status as a moderator variable.medication status as a moderator variable.

The effect of overall slowingThe effect of overall slowing

It is universally accepted that reaction time is slower than normalIt is universally accepted that reaction time is slower than normal
in patients with schizophrenia.in patients with schizophrenia.4343 However, this in itself will tendHowever, this in itself will tend
to inflate the value for priming due to a simple arithmeticalto inflate the value for priming due to a simple arithmetical
artefact: the difference between a mean reaction time of, say,artefact: the difference between a mean reaction time of, say,
900ms in the unprimed condition and 600ms in the primed con-900ms in the unprimed condition and 600ms in the primed con-
dition is numerically greater than that for the difference between,dition is numerically greater than that for the difference between,
say, values 600ms and 400ms in controls, even though thesay, values 600ms and 400ms in controls, even though the
proportional increase is the same.proportional increase is the same.

To examine this potential confounding effect, a value forTo examine this potential confounding effect, a value for
general slowing of reaction time in schizophrenia was first calcu-general slowing of reaction time in schizophrenia was first calcu-
lated for each study. This was taken as the difference betweenlated for each study. This was taken as the difference between
schizophrenic and control means in the unprimed (unrelatedschizophrenic and control means in the unprimed (unrelated
word) condition. If data for the unprimed reaction time wasword) condition. If data for the unprimed reaction time was
not available, reaction time across both unprimed and primednot available, reaction time across both unprimed and primed
conditions was used. This was standardised across the studies byconditions was used. This was standardised across the studies by
converting it to an effect size and this was then entered as a mod-converting it to an effect size and this was then entered as a mod-
erator variable in the analysis. For obvious reasons, studies whicherator variable in the analysis. For obvious reasons, studies which
reported percentage priming were not included in the analysis.reported percentage priming were not included in the analysis.

General slowing of reaction time was a significant moderatorGeneral slowing of reaction time was a significant moderator
of effect size in schizophrenia as a whole (for 29 studiesof effect size in schizophrenia as a whole (for 29 studies ZZ¼2.82,2.82,
PP¼0.004), with the positive sign indicating that the greater the0.004), with the positive sign indicating that the greater the
slowing the greater the amount of priming. This also held trueslowing the greater the amount of priming. This also held true
in the comparison between patients with thought disorder andin the comparison between patients with thought disorder and
controls (for 16 studiescontrols (for 16 studies ZZ¼3.23,3.23, PP¼0.001).0.001).

DiscussionDiscussion

The proposal that associative processes in semantic memory areThe proposal that associative processes in semantic memory are
pathologically altered in schizophrenia has now been tested inpathologically altered in schizophrenia has now been tested in
over 30 studies using the semantic priming paradigm. Meta-over 30 studies using the semantic priming paradigm. Meta-
analysis of these studies provides no evidence to support the viewanalysis of these studies provides no evidence to support the view
that priming (at least direct semantic priming) is increased orthat priming (at least direct semantic priming) is increased or
decreased in the disorder as a whole, but there is support, albeitdecreased in the disorder as a whole, but there is support, albeit
qualified, for increased priming in patients with thought disorder.qualified, for increased priming in patients with thought disorder.
This increase is seen particularly at short SOAs, consistent with anThis increase is seen particularly at short SOAs, consistent with an
underlying mechanism of increased spread of activation.underlying mechanism of increased spread of activation.

Considering first priming in schizophrenia as a whole, theConsidering first priming in schizophrenia as a whole, the
negative findings of our meta-analysis broadly mirror the resultsnegative findings of our meta-analysis broadly mirror the results
of Minzenbergof Minzenberg et alet al’s ‘vote counting’ review which found that’s ‘vote counting’ review which found that
the studies were approximately evenly divided into those reportingthe studies were approximately evenly divided into those reporting
increased, normal and reduced semantic priming.increased, normal and reduced semantic priming.77 However, theyHowever, they
also commented that studies which employed long SOAs werealso commented that studies which employed long SOAs were
relatively consistent in finding reduced priming. A similar patternrelatively consistent in finding reduced priming. A similar pattern
was discernible in our plot of effect sizes against SOA in whichwas discernible in our plot of effect sizes against SOA in which
slightly more studies had positive than negative values for primingslightly more studies had positive than negative values for priming
at short SOAs, but from around 600–800ms negative effect sizesat short SOAs, but from around 600–800ms negative effect sizes
became increasingly the rule. Furthermore, at least some of thebecame increasingly the rule. Furthermore, at least some of the
strategic or ‘controlled’ processes that have been proposed to takestrategic or ‘controlled’ processes that have been proposed to take
place at longer SOAs require a degree of conscious attention andplace at longer SOAs require a degree of conscious attention and
effort,effort,22 and impairment might, therefore, be expected in schizo-and impairment might, therefore, be expected in schizo-
phrenia. Nevertheless, appearances may be deceptive: the twophrenia. Nevertheless, appearances may be deceptive: the two
meta-analytic procedures we carried out provided no grounds tometa-analytic procedures we carried out provided no grounds to
support reduced semantic priming at long SOAs in schizophreniasupport reduced semantic priming at long SOAs in schizophrenia
as a whole.as a whole.

In relation to thought disorder, MinzenbergIn relation to thought disorder, Minzenberg et alet al77 again foundagain found
that the studies were divided among those finding increased,that the studies were divided among those finding increased,

normal and decreased priming and concluded that ‘it is presentlynormal and decreased priming and concluded that ‘it is presently
unclear how semantic priming disturbances (should they beunclear how semantic priming disturbances (should they be
reliably demonstrated) may be related to thought disorder asreliably demonstrated) may be related to thought disorder as
manifested clinically’. Meta-analysis, by contrast, yields clearermanifested clinically’. Meta-analysis, by contrast, yields clearer
results here: the effect size for priming in patients with thoughtresults here: the effect size for priming in patients with thought
disorder compared with controls was small but significant atdisorder compared with controls was small but significant at
0.16 rising to 0.38 in a homogeneous set of studies. This finding0.16 rising to 0.38 in a homogeneous set of studies. This finding
could be considered to be strengthened by the facts that: (a) thecould be considered to be strengthened by the facts that: (a) the
comparison of patients without thought disorder with controlscomparison of patients without thought disorder with controls
found no increase in priming; and (b) the meta-analysis of smallerfound no increase in priming; and (b) the meta-analysis of smaller
sets of studies of indirect semantic priming also found that thesets of studies of indirect semantic priming also found that the
effect size was increased, with the rise being particularly markedeffect size was increased, with the rise being particularly marked
in patients with thought disorder. However, it is weakened againin patients with thought disorder. However, it is weakened again
by the fact that the analysis comparing patients with and withoutby the fact that the analysis comparing patients with and without
thought disorder had ambiguous results: the pooled effect size wasthought disorder had ambiguous results: the pooled effect size was
positive, but only substantially so after outliers were excluded andpositive, but only substantially so after outliers were excluded and
even then it still did not reach significance, although by this timeeven then it still did not reach significance, although by this time
there were relatively few studies.there were relatively few studies.

Another finding cautioning against acceptance of increasedAnother finding cautioning against acceptance of increased
semantic priming in patients with thought disorder is that generalsemantic priming in patients with thought disorder is that general
slowing of reaction time significantly moderated the effect size. Inslowing of reaction time significantly moderated the effect size. In
other words, meta-analysis fails to exclude the possibility thatother words, meta-analysis fails to exclude the possibility that
some or all of the differences found merely reflect the fact thatsome or all of the differences found merely reflect the fact that
patients with schizophrenia have slower than normal reactionpatients with schizophrenia have slower than normal reaction
times. This does not automatically invalidate the conclusion thattimes. This does not automatically invalidate the conclusion that
semantic priming is increased in patients with thought disordersemantic priming is increased in patients with thought disorder
– this confounding factor does not apply to the comparison of– this confounding factor does not apply to the comparison of
patients withpatients with vv. patients without thought disorder, which had. patients without thought disorder, which had
results in the same direction, although not reaching significanceresults in the same direction, although not reaching significance
– but it does mean that it needs to be addressed in future studies.– but it does mean that it needs to be addressed in future studies.
One simple remedy would be to use percentage gain as the indexOne simple remedy would be to use percentage gain as the index
of priming, or the regression-based correction suggested byof priming, or the regression-based correction suggested by
ChapmanChapman et alet al,,4444 rather than a subtractive measure. Two studiesrather than a subtractive measure. Two studies
have avoided the problem altogether by examining errors ratherhave avoided the problem altogether by examining errors rather
than slowing of reaction time. Kwapilthan slowing of reaction time. Kwapil et alet al4545 presented a primepresented a prime
followed by a visually degraded target and used accuracy offollowed by a visually degraded target and used accuracy of
identification (by pronunciation) as the measure of semanticidentification (by pronunciation) as the measure of semantic
priming. They found that patients with schizophrenia unselectedpriming. They found that patients with schizophrenia unselected
for presence of thought disorder showed more than twice thefor presence of thought disorder showed more than twice the
priming shown by the controls. In contrast, Quelenpriming shown by the controls. In contrast, Quelen et alet al4646 foundfound
no increase in priming in unselected patients with schizophrenia,no increase in priming in unselected patients with schizophrenia,
but in this study there was an association between increasedbut in this study there was an association between increased
priming and presence of thought disorder.priming and presence of thought disorder.

If semantic priming is increased in patients with schizophreniaIf semantic priming is increased in patients with schizophrenia
and thought disorder, the effect is seen predominantly at shortand thought disorder, the effect is seen predominantly at short
SOAs. This finding thus supports an interpretation in terms ofSOAs. This finding thus supports an interpretation in terms of
an increase in the automatic element of the processes underlyingan increase in the automatic element of the processes underlying
priming in the lexical decision task, that is, increased spread ofpriming in the lexical decision task, that is, increased spread of
activation in semantic memory. How might this lead to thoughtactivation in semantic memory. How might this lead to thought
disorder being manifested clinically? According to networkdisorder being manifested clinically? According to network
theories of semantic memory, when nodes are activated, fortheories of semantic memory, when nodes are activated, for
example by hearing or reading words, the activation spreads toexample by hearing or reading words, the activation spreads to
other nodes for words conceptually associated with them.other nodes for words conceptually associated with them.
Maher plausibly argued that the same process takes placeMaher plausibly argued that the same process takes place
when an individual is speaking and thinking about what towhen an individual is speaking and thinking about what to
say next.say next.11 This would then cause activation of nodes whichThis would then cause activation of nodes which
were only distantly related to the topic of discourse, and inwere only distantly related to the topic of discourse, and in
such circumstances it could become difficult to prevent thesuch circumstances it could become difficult to prevent the
intrusion of irrelevant associations which, as he put it, ‘lie like aintrusion of irrelevant associations which, as he put it, ‘lie like a
web of distractions around each element in the sentence’. Inweb of distractions around each element in the sentence’. In
Maher’s words, depending on the severity of the disturbance,Maher’s words, depending on the severity of the disturbance,
the result would be speech that was either merely richer inthe result would be speech that was either merely richer in
associations than usual or, at the other end of the spectrum, wasassociations than usual or, at the other end of the spectrum, was
strewn with multiple intrusions which seriously compromisedstrewn with multiple intrusions which seriously compromised
its intelligibility.its intelligibility.11
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The central finding of this meta-analysis is that increasedThe central finding of this meta-analysis is that increased
semantic priming may be a psychological mechanism underlyingsemantic priming may be a psychological mechanism underlying
thought disorder but is not relevant to the wider clinical picturethought disorder but is not relevant to the wider clinical picture
of the disorder. In some ways, this conclusion echoes the changingof the disorder. In some ways, this conclusion echoes the changing
status of the symptom of thought disorder in schizophrenia overstatus of the symptom of thought disorder in schizophrenia over
the years. Originally, Bleuler considered association disturbance tothe years. Originally, Bleuler considered association disturbance to
be one of the fundamental symptoms of schizophrenia, ‘present inbe one of the fundamental symptoms of schizophrenia, ‘present in
every case and at every period of the illness’.every case and at every period of the illness’.4747 Uncritical accept-Uncritical accept-
ance of Bleuler’s views, particularly in the USA, led to thoughtance of Bleuler’s views, particularly in the USA, led to thought
disorder being considered central to the understanding of thedisorder being considered central to the understanding of the
disorder, as well as a certain way to distinguish patients withdisorder, as well as a certain way to distinguish patients with
and patients without schizophrenia clinically. Eventually, however,and patients without schizophrenia clinically. Eventually, however,
studies began to cast doubt on its universality and also made itstudies began to cast doubt on its universality and also made it
clear that the symptom could be seen in mania and probably otherclear that the symptom could be seen in mania and probably other
disorders as well.disorders as well.48,4948,49 Following influential work by Andreasen,Following influential work by Andreasen,5050

thought disorder is now regarded as a relatively uncommon symp-thought disorder is now regarded as a relatively uncommon symp-
tom in schizophrenia, which broadly speaking can be eithertom in schizophrenia, which broadly speaking can be either
present or absent in the same way as other symptoms, such aspresent or absent in the same way as other symptoms, such as
auditory hallucinations or first-rank symptoms. Nevertheless,auditory hallucinations or first-rank symptoms. Nevertheless,
unlike these symptoms, it is widely believed that thought disorderunlike these symptoms, it is widely believed that thought disorder
can also be present ‘subclinically’ and can be detected in a greatercan also be present ‘subclinically’ and can be detected in a greater
proportion of patients than those in whom it is clinically obviousproportion of patients than those in whom it is clinically obvious
when special procedures such as interpreting proverbs are used towhen special procedures such as interpreting proverbs are used to
elicit it.elicit it.

This meta-analysis touches on two final issues of relevance toThis meta-analysis touches on two final issues of relevance to
semantic priming in schizophrenia. First, Mahersemantic priming in schizophrenia. First, Maher et alet al5151 foundfound
evidence that priming changes from hyperpriming to hypo-evidence that priming changes from hyperpriming to hypo-
priming with increasing duration of illness, a finding which ispriming with increasing duration of illness, a finding which is
of considerable potential significance given the important clinicalof considerable potential significance given the important clinical
differences between patients with acute and chronic illness. Thisdifferences between patients with acute and chronic illness. This
meta-analysis, however, found no evidence to support such anmeta-analysis, however, found no evidence to support such an
association. Second, dopaminergic mechanisms regularly featureassociation. Second, dopaminergic mechanisms regularly feature
in theoretical analyses of semantic priming in schizophrenia.in theoretical analyses of semantic priming in schizophrenia.52,5352,53

It is, therefore, somewhat disappointing to find that the vastIt is, therefore, somewhat disappointing to find that the vast
majority of studies have restricted their examination to patientsmajority of studies have restricted their examination to patients
treated with antipsychotics. This meta-analysis suggests that whiletreated with antipsychotics. This meta-analysis suggests that while
there is clearly scope for further investigation of priming inthere is clearly scope for further investigation of priming in
schizophrenia at least some future studies should be carried outschizophrenia at least some future studies should be carried out
on patients who are drug-free.on patients who are drug-free.
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Measure of primingMeasure of priming Measure of thoughtMeasure of thought

disorderdisorder

Meyer 1991Meyer 19911010 2525 2525 36.736.7 13.313.3 317317 SubtractiveSubtractive TDI highest and lowestTDI highest and lowest

scoresscores

Chapin 1992Chapin 19921111 4545 1515 –– –– 00 SubtractiveSubtractive ––

Spitzer 1993Spitzer 199344 5050 5050 32.332.3 –– 200200

700700

SubtractiveSubtractive

Percentage gainPercentage gain

BPRSBPRS 5533 vv..

=3=3

Spitzer 1994Spitzer 19941212 7070 4444 32.832.8 –– 200200

400400

700700

SubtractiveSubtractive BPRSBPRS 5544 vv..
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TDTD

Blum 1995Blum 19951313 1818 99 3838 –– 350350 SubtractiveSubtractive Unspecified scores on TLCUnspecified scores on TLC

Henik 1995Henik 19951414 (experiment 1)(experiment 1) 1616 1616 34.534.5 –– Data not usableData not usable SubtractiveSubtractive Patients with TD only basedPatients with TD only based

on unspecified SADS scoreon unspecified SADS score

Henik 1995Henik 19951414 (experiment 2)(experiment 2) 1616 1616 3838 –– Data not usableData not usable SubtractiveSubtractive Patients with TD only basedPatients with TD only based
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Ober 1995Ober 19951515/Vinogradov 1992/Vinogradov 199255 1616 2121 3232 88 250250 SubtractiveSubtractive ——
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450450
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SubtractiveSubtractive

Also used regressionAlso used regression
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(experiment 1)(experiment 1)

2121 2020 3131 99 00 Percentage gainPercentage gain Patients with TD onlyPatients with TD only

based on TLCbased on TLC 4477

Besche-Richard 2005Besche-Richard 20053838

(experiment 2)(experiment 2)
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SubtractiveSubtractive
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